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Introduction:

The family is the first line of defense especially for children and a major factor in their survival,
health, education, development, and protection. It is also a major source of nurturance, emotional
bonding and socialization, and a link between continuity and change. It has the major potential to
provide stability and support when there are problems. Human development can, thus, be
enhanced by enriching family life
Families in India are undergoing vast changes like increasing divorce and separation rates,
domestic violence, inter-generational conflicts, social problems of drug abuse, juvenile
delinquency etc. These changes indicate the inability to cope with the pressures of the modern
life. Yet, the majorities seems to have survived and are able to modify, adjust and adapt to
changing social norms, values and structures, and have demonstrated a unique strength in
keeping together despite the growing stress and strain.
Marriage is a socially recognized and legally protected voluntary and exclusive contract for
lifelong union of two persons of opposite sex. Most Western nations and India have witnessed
some far-reaching changes in the foundation of the family in recent years. Marriage has come to
be regarded by many as a functional arrangement for ‘social convenience’. The institution of
marriage is under a great stress and strain. Issues like conflict of jurisdiction, parental child
abduction, inter-country adoption rights, desertion, live-in relationship constitute major issues in
marriages. The present legal framework is ill-equipped to address them.
Objective of the workshop:











Marriage and Spousal Selection: Choices beyond Caste, Endogamy and Religion
Changes in Marital Alliance Patterns
Conjugality in and beyond Marriages
Married Women with Feminist Outlook: Issues, Strategies and Marital Bond
Shifting Concepts and Changing Practices among Married Working Couples
Economics of Marriage and Divorce
Marriage and Childless Couples
Abusive Marriages : Issues and Options
Being Single Men/Women : By Choice or By Compulsion
Surrogacy and Legal Issues

Resource Person: Senior Advocate G. Madhusudhana Rao
Born on 3rd March 1970, at Hyderabad, Completed his L.L.B from Sultan-ul-Uloom Law
College, Banjara Hills, Affiliated to Osmania University, Hyderabad in the year of 1996 till 1999
at Hyderabad. From 1999 till 2004, worked in Singapore, Australia and U.S.A in the area of
ecommerce and cyber security.From 2004 – 2008 Contributed in the field of Cyber Law for a
Multinational Company at Bangalore. Practicing independently before: High Courts and lower
courts across India, since 2009 till date.
G.Madhusudhana Rao is an Advocate, Philanthropist,
Philosopher, Social Worker, Speaker, Human Rights activist and
Motivator.
GMR Law Associates founded in January 2013 are
Independent practicing Advocates, engaged in rendering legal
services for business and individuals, which inter alia include,
interpreting the matters relating to the position of fact and law as
well as advising on the procedural matters, including execution
there in the matters related to: Criminal, Property and Family Law.
They are dedicated to providing our clients with best, effective and efficient representation to
meet client needs.
GMR Law Associates help clients, guiding them through the life-altering process. They have
handled an array of family law cases, and will be able to guide clients to adopt for best suitable
legal remedy, estimate how long a case will take for Judgment what one should expect outcomes
of the case. He, not just guiding clients through entire process, but are also dedicated to fight for
family law rights and assets.
GMR Law Associates are dedicated to fight for clients in Family Law Rights in various areas
like: Marriage & Divorce ,Child Custody, Maintenance, Visitation Rights, Alimony, Property
Settlement, Mediation.
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